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Word from the Street  Originally published at www.landistnews.com, Nov. 14, 2008   
Toss your receipts into a shoebox and deal with them later . . .  
. . . Or send them to Shoeboxed and they’ll handle the hassle  
 

Throwing all your receipts into a 

shoebox is a tradition-laden and 

seductively simple filing system. But the 

hours later spent sorting can cost you big 

in terms of time (on your part), money 

(your accountant will CHARGE to sift 

through the mess), or both (couldn’t you 

have been earning money instead of 

organizing receipts?).  

 

Enter Shoeboxed, a mail-in service that 

will scan receipts into a secure account, 

organize them into categories, and store 

them electronically for easy access or 

export when you are preparing tax 

returns, expense reports, reimbursement 

or refund requests, insurance claims, etc.  Small businesses find the service especially time and cost 

effective when preparing P & L’s, cash flow, and other financial reports.  A new feature also scans and 

organizes business cards.   

 

Shoeboxed was founded by then Duke University 

student Taylor Mingos. He spent the summer of 

2006 in Berlin working for Studivz.net, a social 

networking start-up that is now the most popular 

website in Germany – even ahead of Google, Yahoo, 

and E-Bay. Parlaying those connections into 

technical and financial support, Mingos and a team 

of 10 Duke graduates and students spent the summer 

of 2007 living in a cramped Berlin apartment 

preparing for their public launch.  

 

 

 

 

Scanning & data entry are done on site 
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Dan Englander was one of those students. After three years 

as editor of Duke’s daily newspaper, he left the time-

intensive position to concentrate on his studies. Dorm mate 

Mingos asked Englander to do some writing for Shoeboxed, 

which led to 50-60 workweeks and his current job as VP of 

Communications.  It’s a far cry from Englander’s 

international policy studies and jobs in Kenya and Malawi on 

health care issues and awareness.  “More than just reading 

about it,” Englander says, “Those experiences change the 

way you think about your daily life.”  But he finds deep 

satisfaction in what he is doing now.  “We aren’t making up 

this problem,” he says. “So many people have the need to 

organize receipts and financial information but don’t want to 

fix it themselves. The value has always been clear.”   

 

Receipts arrive at the Durham office from across the 

country in envelopes provided by Shoeboxed and, yes, 

sometimes even in shoeboxes. Using their proprietary web 

application, receipts are scanned and data entered onsite. 

Pricing packages include options for receipts to be returned 

or destroyed. Visible signs of growth in this young business 

include more receipts, more envelopes, and more user 

counts. “We are defying the recession,” Englander reports.  

Positive press from a myriad of quarters including the Wall 

Street Journal, the Washington Post, big blogs 

Mashable.com and TechCrunch.com, as well as upcoming 

features in Family Circle and Inc. have definitely helped.   

 

We had one last burning question: of what significance are those red and yellow balls in the office 

display window under the Shoeboxed sign at 212 W. Main?  “Nothing,” grins Englander.  

 

 “We just sit or exercise on them and 

thought they looked good in the window.”    

 

They are eye-catching. 

 

Perhaps they symbolize that 

this new company is on a roll. 
 

 

 

 

Dan 

Englunder 

Receipts await scanning 


